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Goals of this paper
In this study, we address the shortcomings of previous
literature (7) and explore an improved model which is
more consistent with dynamics exhibited in movies, such
as “Night of the Living Dead” and “Shaun of the Dead”.
We replicate the simulations of the previous paper, but
not with the same parameters in the paper. Our mathematical analysis compares movies to determine if a consistent apocalypse is portrayed or if different popular
renditions demonstrate qualitatively different infection
dynamics. Finally, we use estimates of the populations in
the movies to fit the parameters of the models, and explore the uncertainties in the model predictions.

Fig. 2. Typical SIR (susceptible, infected, recovered)
epidemic model dynamics (Bonhoeffer, SIR models
of epidemics).
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Replicating the Literature
In “When Zombies Attack!: Mathematical Modeling of an Outbreak of Zombie Infection” (7), the authors apply
the standard SIR model to a zombie apocalypse (Fig. 3). However, there are some issues with the zombie example.

1. Models don’t match films

Fig. 5. Equation for zombie dynamics in
different conditions

In the paper, they model only the “classical pop-culture zombie: slow
moving, cannibalistic, and undead.” However, according to the films
(ex. “Night of the Living Dead,” “Dawn of the Dead,” and “Shaun of
the Dead”), zombies can permanently die by brain damage, being
burned alive, or starving. Without a permanent removal term, the zombie population and dead population will constantly cycle (8, Fig.3).

2. All results depend on poor model assumptions

Basic Model
(Munz et al., Figure 3)

S’ = -βSZ
Z’ = βSZ + ζR—αSZ
R’= —ζR + αSZ

3. No data is used
4. Wrong parameters are given

Latent Infection
(Munz et al., Figure 4 and 5)

S’ = Π—βSZ—δS
I’ = βSZ—ρI—δI
Fig. 4. Terms used in equations and models
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Basic zombie dynamics

8. Slightly modified from traditional SIR model, Munz et
al. begins with this simple SZR model in which “Z” stands
for

“zombie”

and

the

ζR term

moves

R’ = δS + δI—ζR + αSZ
Quarantine

αSZ

Fig. 3. Munz et al. (2009)

Z’ = ρI + ζR—αSZ

from

“removed” (not “recovered”) to zombie, hence the
term ‘living dead.’
—αSZ is when a susceptible maims a zombie,
moving them to the “removed” population, although this removal is temporary.
This temporarily removed term is inconsistent with
all zombie films. According to this model, no
matter how the zombie is killed, it can always be

(Munz et al., Figure 6 and 7)

S’ = Π—βSZ—δS
I’ = βSZ—ρI—δI —ϰ I
Z’ = ρI + ζR—αSZ—σZ
R’ = δS + δI—ζR + αSZ + γQ
Q’ = ϰ I + σZ—γQ
Treatment
(Munz et al., Figure 8 and 9)

S’ = Π—βSZ—δS + cZ
I’ = βSZ—ρI—δI
Z’ = ρI + ζR—αSZ—cZ
R’ = δS + δI+ αSZ—ζR
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Replicating the Literature, continued
In attempting to replicate the figures in the Munz et al. (2009) paper, we discovered that beyond the intrinsically bad
mathematical models, the paper also makes programming errors, including parameters off by a factor of 1,000.

Fig. 6. Simulations of different zombie models, as noted by left-most column. Of the three simulations, “Munz” represents the models from the paper,
“Match equation” refers to me running the paper’s model in Python using the equations and parameters provided in the paper, and “Match model”
refers to me running the paper’s model in Python and altering parameters in order to look like the paper’s models.
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Major Findings

Zombie infection would likely be disastrous for civilization, although not inevitable as Munz

et al. (2009) suggestions. Data are necessary to make reasonable models and parameter estimations
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Fig. 7. Proposed model based off “Shaun of the Dead” with susceptible (S), infected (I), zombie (Z), and removed (X). Other media that
has similar dynamics (with varying parameter estimations) would
include Walking Dead, Zombieland, 28 Days Later, and Resident Evil.

Log of zombie population data
from “Shaun of the Dead” over
time, demonstrating exponential
growth
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Fig. 8. Proposed model based off “Night of the Living Dead” with
susceptible (S), zombie (Z), temporarily removed (R), and permanently removed (X).

Log of zombie population data
from “Night of the Living Dead”
over time, demonstrating
exponential growth

Simulation fit to data points from

Simulation fit to data points from

“Shaun of the Dead”

“Night of the Living Dead”

Joint distribution for parameter estimation with “Night of
the Living Dead”

